
OPOK
WELSCHRIESLING

SÜDSTEIERMARK DAC

Vintage 2023

Grape Variety Welschriesling

Appellation Territory wine SüdsteiermarkDAC

Terroir Mainly opok soil

Vinification
After natural spontaneous fermentation 6 - 12 months sur lie 
in stainless steel tank

Agriculture          Biodynamic Agriculture, AT-BIO-402

Closure Screw cap

Vine age ø 30 years

Best time to drink In the first three years after bottling

Food recommendation Cold platters and snacks

Analytical data 11 % vol.    1,9 g/I RS dry    6,1 g/l tbS

Wine description
One of the best Welschriesling in the country. A picturesque summer wine. 
Notes of green apple, lime, white flowers, and herbs on the nose. Light, with 
well-structured acidity and a beautiful juicy, slightly salty aftertaste.
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AUSTRIA

SLOVENIA

1    Zieregg

 1.1 Zieregg

 1.2 Zieregg Kår

 1.3 Zieregg Kapelle

 1.4 Zieregg Steilriegel

2    Ciringa

3    Grassnitzberg Riff

4    Wielitschberg

5    Sulz

6    Ottenberg

7    Rossberg K

8    Steinbach Fürst

9    Sernau König

10    Hochkittenberg

OVERVIEW SINGLE VINEYARDS

Berghausen

Territory wine 
SüdsteiermarkDAC

Bottle size Bouteille 

Volume 750 ml 

GTIN/EAN-CODE Bottle 9120010220678

Diameter / Height bottle 7,0 cm / 29,0 cm

Full bottle weight 1174 g

Packaging unit 1 case à 6 bottles

GTIN/EAN-CODE Case 9120010220685

Case dimension L/W/H 23,1/15,6/29,3 cm

Cases per palette 105 (630 bottles)

Cases per layer 21 x 5 Layers

The wine year 2023

2023 was a challenging year for all of us: constant rain, hail, periods of extreme 
heat and violent summer storms. The 2023 wine year began with a very dry win-
ter. In March, our forests were tended and pruned, as well as new trees were plan-
ted. In April, we spread compost and compost preparations. The weather was mo-
derate and we were satisfied. Then the weather changed in May. This resulted in 
heavy rain which caused massive landslides in the whole region. These cool and 
rainy temperatures lasted until June, delaying flowering. The weather hardly stabi-
lized in July either, as the high humidity and hot days brought the first major hail-
storms. By August, we were already counting over 1100 liters of rain per square me-
ter. In September, the weather eased a little and we were able to start harvesting on 
September 18 in glorious late summer weather. Despite the challenging weather, 
we are more than happy with our harvest. In the 13 days of harvesting, our 400 
hands may have harvested less than in the previous year, but the quality was outs-
tanding: beautiful small-berried grapes with ideal ripeness and good acidity struc-
ture. A proof that the biodynamic cultivation of our vineyard is the right approach.
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